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1. INTRODUCTION 

During June and July of 1964, a detailed aeromagnetic fIlXI:Vey 

was conducted over an area of 65 square miles, immediately north-north-west 

of Kalgoorlie (see Plate 1). The survey was made at the request of New 

Consolidated Gold Fields Fty. Ltd. who held Temporary Reserves wi thin the 

surveyed area, and was supported by the Geological Survey of Western 

Australia. 

Kalgoorlie lies wi thin the East Coolgardie Goldfield of Western 

Australia and is adjacent to the Golden Mile, the most important gold 

producing area in Australia. 

An important study of the Golden Mile and adj acent areas was 

undertaken by the Geological Survey of Western Australia and published in 

Simpson and Gibson (1913), Feldtmann and Farquharson (1913), Honman (1914), 

Feldtmann (1916) and Stillwell (1929). Since this study there has been 

nothing of comparable iIlportance published, all subsequent papers have 

tended to deal with the interpretation of the structure of the Golden Mile. 

There is no modern description of the lithology of the rocks nor of the 

metamorphic and metasomatic processes that have been impressed on them. 

There is no report dealing specifically with the geology of the area 

surveyed. 

The only known previous geophysical work over the survey area 

was a regional aeromagnetic survey involving the Bureaats DC.3 aircraft. 

The results of this survey are shown on B.M.R. aeromagnetic contour map 

number G241-25. 

The aim of the detailed aeromagnetic survey was to aid 

geological mapping in the soil covered portions of the survey area. 

2. GEOLOGY 

General 

The greater part of the Western Australian land mass is made up 

of Pre-Cambrian igneous rocks or rocks of metamorphic origin resul tug from 

igneous activity and earth movements. These rocks are the home and source of 

the majority of metallic mineral deposits in the State and have been described 

by a great ~ber of different authors. These descriptions have all been 
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studied and combi~ed into one overall description in PrideI' (1944-45); 

which has been summarised hereunder, to give the general geology of 

the area in which the survey took place. 

The Older Greenstone Series 

The earliest record of Archaeozoic igneous activity is the rocks 

of the Yilgarn - Kalgoorlie System, the basal system in Western Australia. 

'rhe best known development of this system is in the K8~goorlie and Murchison 

Regions where there is an extensive development of the greenstone phase, 

associated with which are the most important gold bearing areas in the Stateo 

Here the oldest rocks of volcanic origin form the Older Greenstone 

Series. They are rocks which are metamorphosed to some extent and in many 

areas they have suffered regional metasomatism, upon which has been 

impressed more intensive local metasomatism in the vicinity of ore bodies; 

this has tended to reduce all varieties to a common end product. From the 

relic structure it can be seen that the rocks were originally basaltic lava 

flows (often pillow lavas) with associated frag1nental volcanic rocks. The 

pillow structure of the basaltic rocks has been utilised to determine the 

stratigraphic order in the highly folded greenstones. 

The least aJ.te-red of these basic lavas are the fine grained 

amllhibolites in which the pyroxene of the original basalts has be(~n replaced 

by pale green fibrous alil]!hi bole. Wi th further metasomatism Cpropyli tisation) , 

the fine erainerl anl~)hibolites go to fine grained greenstones in which the 

8I!l]!hi1)olite has been replaced\by chlorite, while, with progressive 

metasomatism: there is noticeable l'eplacernent of all rock minerals by various 

carbonates: finally giving "calc schists tl
• In a..reas of hiGh erade 

metamorl,hishl, the fine grained :3Juph:i. boli tes are represented by hornblende 

schists (SChistose plae-ioclase amphibolites) with the oriGinal basaltic 

texture completely obscured by recrysta,llisation. However, in such areas, 

the lJillow stru_cture is still recoGnisable. 

In BOSt of the mining areas of the Central Goldfields the -basaltic 

lavas of the Older Greenstone Series contain intercalated bands of sediments, 

generally jas]!ilites. 
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Thus, the Older Greenstone Series, placed at the base of the 

geologica~ succession inivestern Australia, is a series of basaltic flows 

of spilitic character with associated basic agglomerates and tuffs 

and a minor development of sedimentary jaspilites "md acid volcanics 

and their associated tuffs and breccias. In view of the spilitic character 

and common occurrence of pillow structure, these lavas were probably 

largely submarine extrusions. 

The Whitestone Series 

The next phase of tIle Yilgarn - Kalgoorlie period was characterised 

by various epochs of volca~icity. Follovnng the Older Greenstone Series 

is the Black Flag Series, composed of rhyolite and probably trachyte 

tuffs, tuff-~glomerates and tuff-breccias with occassional thin bands of 

lava and flow breccias and erosion sediments such as grits, quartzites and 

mudstones: thus the record is one of explosive volcaDism associated with 

acid extrusions. 

The Black Flag Series is overlain unconformably by the Yindarlgoorda 

Series. Tllis Series consists of andesitic and dacitic lavas and 

associated agglomerates and tuffs with interbedded erosion sediments. 

~ne Kundana Series lies unconformably on the Yindarlgoorda Series; 

it consists of erosion sediments witltout any evidence of igneous activity. 

Thus the widespread volcanism of the early Archaeozoic died out after the 

ext"ensive eruptions which yielded the Yindarlgoorda volcanics: no further 

igneous a,ctivity is recorded until the intrusion of the Younger Greenstone 

Series. 

'rhe YOlIDger Greenstone Series 

The Younger Greenstone Series represents a hypabyssal phase of 

basic magma intrusion which appears to be the final stage of igneous 

activity in the Yile;arn - Kalgoorlie times. Rocks of this group, intrusive 

into all pre-existing formations, are represented in most mining fields 

in the belt from Norseman through Kalgoorlie to Leonora and Laverton and 

on to Wiluna. There is evidence of Youne;er Greenstone at Southern Cross 

and of minor development in the Yilgarn Goldfield. However, in these areas 



the distinct characteristics of the Younger Greenstone are obscured by 

metamorphism, which is of higher grade in these regions than in the 

previously rnentioned belt. It is only with great difficulty that they 

can be distinguished from the recrystallised older basalts but this is 

not nearly so important as it is further east, especially at Kalgoorlie, 

where they form the country rock for nearly all the importa..YJ.t auriferous lodes. 

The Younger Greenstone maema apI)ears to have been extensively 

differentiated prior to intrusion, being represented by earlier ultrabasic 

intrusions followed by a basic (dolerite phase) and, later, by an intermediate 

to acid phase. As with the Older Greenstone, there has been considerable 

al teration of the rocks by post-,cr"Jstallisation earth movements together 

wi th regional a..YJ.d local metasomatism; however the three main phases -

ultrabasic, basic, and acid - can usually be recoenised~ for example, at 

Kalgoorlie these are :-

(i) Ultrabasic phase - Serpentines and various metasomatised types 

(ii) 
(i~ 

such as talc-chLorite-carbonate rocks and some fuchsite-carbonate-

quartz rocks derived from pyroxenes. , . .1. _ •• _ +_ , II ~ ... 
SMic.- f~ - VArl'tc, ... s I..- ;.,..J~ ~'r~ p .• .L....;t" I>t J.,~ --.J v--"'J' d.P~. 
Intermediate to acid phase - Represented by chloritised hornblende 

porphyrites and a more acid group of albite porphyries or 

keratophyres. 

The Yountl,'er Greenstone period was therefore a period of hypabyssal 

igneous activity of a basic mSt,ama. The earlier, ultrabasic and basic, 

phases appeared largely as sills or laccoliths (Kalgoorlie and Wiluna) whereas 

tJJe later acid porphyry phase is represented by dyke intrusions. 

The Older Granite Period 

The greater part of the southern half of the State is made up of 

granitic rocks (granites and gneisses) enclosing comparatively narrow :n.orth-

west trending strips of Yilgarn - ICalgoorlie rocks. Extensive granitisation 

of a folded complex of Archaeozoic metslilorphic rocks has yielded various 

gneisses, after which the area was intruded by granite stocks. Thus there are 

two periods of granite emplacements; the earliest period, the Older Granite, 

is now represented by granitic gneiss while the later period, the Younger 

Grani·~e, was one of dyke and stock intrusions. 
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The Younger Granite Period 

The latest phase in the development of the granite and gneiss 

complex was the intrusion of massive gra"'1.i tes in the form of stocks and 

dykes accompanied by pe6matites, aplites and quartz veins. These granites 

transgress the &~eissic structure of the Older Gr8nites and the bedding 

and schistosity of the Yile;arn - Kalgoolie rocks. Often they enclose 

xenoliths of older gneisses and sometimes there is such a mixture of the 

Older and Younger gra~ite phase that it is impossible to separate them in 

mapping. 

The Younger Granite intrusion was accompanied by end phase quart z-

felspar and granite porphyries, aplites, pegmatites and quartz veins. Many 

of these dykes and veins are important for gold, mica, felspar, cassiterite, 

tantali te, etc. 

Probably there are a nill~ber of epochs represented by the Younger 

Granite phase, however, there is no detail on this phase as the rocks outcrop 

poorly, much of the Younger Gre.nite being soil covered. 
MitP-mot{1b"",--

Metamorphic index minerals, sillimanite and kyanite are present 

in some soils from Bulong and Kanowna, but elsehwere in the vicinity of 

Kalgoorlie, where there is an extensive development of pelitic and 

pSaffiIilopeli tic sediIllents, the metamorphism is of a very low :.::-rade. There is 

no recr;)rstalJ.isa-tion of basic lavas and sedimentary rocks, as there is else-

where in the State, a.lthouc:;h the area is strone;ly folded. 

Kalgoorlie is in the centre of an area of approximately 8,000 square 

miles of rocks of the Yilzarn - Kalgoorlie System. 'fhe formations are very 

stronzly (isoclinally) folded, but because of the remoteness from granitic 

rocks, the rocks sbow no evidence of constructive metamorphism. 

The structnre of the Central Goldfields shows that tlle lO.ain folding 

in the area waS alnug north-west axes. On t}lis structure there is 

sU;:1erimposed cross folMn,3' on an east-west Clxis. The l)attern of this major 

folding wi th Illinor cross folding may have affected the location and ;::rade of 

liletaFlorphisJll and t}le degree of grani tisation. 
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ReeionI:l,1.liletaSOJll8~tislil is a narked fea:ture of SOHle of the 

NesternC,ust:cali::t mining dis l;ri cts, especially the hel t extendine; from 

Kaleoorli.e to Wilnna. This metasoJl12.tisrn has been clos81y studied at 
, 

Kale;oox'U.e WtJere practically all the e;reen.stones (Older end YoungeI') 

are ree:ionally albt+;:i.sed ana. carbonat:Lsed. rEhe :process was eSf~entially 

one of propyltti.sl:'l.tion due to t}le in.troducti_on of c3~"('bonic solutions or 

vapours, :l:'rohably the late-sta~e product of t}Je Younger Greenstone rla.::!,ma. 

'rhi:=; :ree.i.onal,netaso"Latism has been followed by more intense local alteration 

along zones of weakness by somewhat similar but lM'('e siliceo1J.s ore solutions, 

yielc'l.ine: aurife't'ons lode fOl'1fl8.tions which are shear zones that have been 

intensely rnetasoi'v;d;ised b,)' the int't'oducti_on of carbon dioxide, sulphur, 

silica and potash. 

Au't'i.fe't'ou.s I::ril'le1~alisat:Lon 

1'Ji th few exceptions, all the primary metalli fer.ous deposits in 

'Nestern Anst't'al i.a formed in Precambrian times as an aftermath of igneous 

activity. Of these, the ~old derosits have been by farthe most impo't'tant. 

In recent years, considerable attention has been given to the study of 

the relationship between structure and ore depos'it:i.on. Altholl.:;h the rock 

stru.cG1).re has undoubtedly been a veJ':"J important .f1:'l.ctor controlling t}ie 

location of ore deposits, the overemphasis on strlJ.ctu.:re haS tended to 

obsclU'e the fact th8~t there must have been a source for the mineralising 

solution8. 

The-ce fixe two distinc'b types of ore deposit:-

( . ) 1., Sulphide-bee~>ing lode forrue.tions associated with extensive silica-

carbonate metasomatism of ~he cOlmtry l~ock, as exempl tfied by the 

lodes of the Golden ~Ji.le at Kalgoorl i.e. 

( . - ) 
1.1., Aurife:rous CJ,uextz reefs, which, al thoueh they nlay occur in silililar 

J. ( • ) count:ry uO I,l" are cha'xB_cterised by very slight potash-silica 

metasomatism of the count-cy rocks. The auriferous bodies of the 

Yile;arn Goldfield are typical examples of this mineralisation. 

CloselJ allied to this type a,Xe l)Orphyry dykes traversed by networks 

of contemporaneous auriferous 1l,-l8.:ctz veinlets. 
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The more common view as to the source of the gold mineralisa'cion 

is that all the eold was ultimately related to a granitic ma .. grna. However 

another IrLp.w is that the sulphide-bearing lode-formations 8,ssociated with 

ex tensi ve carbonate metasomatism of the country l'ocks are eenetically 

related to the Y01.Ulzer Greenstone magma whereas the qy .. artz reef type was 

HlOSt probably deriv-ed froiIl sOlile granitic magma. The differentiation of 

the Younger Greenstone mae1lla led to a sodic end-phase which, in addi t'Lon 

to yielding albite .porphyries, has effected 0.1 bi tisation of' the ;3'reenstones 

and this in tU'en was followed by activity of carbonic solutions or vapours s 

which cau.sed wideSI)read metasoT!latic changes in earlier C'ocks of the series. 

The final stage of activity of the Younger Greenstone marJIlla was a more 

intense and rather localised action of such carbonic solution.s along shear 

zones, brincine about the fOTIuation of lodes. 

On the other hand, the 9.u1'iferou8 quartz veins and porpbyries 

appee..r to be det'i vati 'res of a granit e magma. For example, in the Yilearn 

Goldfield, the auriferolls que.rtz reefs appear to be related to the gr~'1ite 

magma which has intC'uded the folded rocks of the Yilgarn - Kalgoorlie System 

as batholiths, that is, the Younger Granite. 

However, an overall lack of knowledge of the time relationships 

of the auriferous mineralisation in Western Australia makes it difficult 

-[;0 present any definite theory on the ore genesis. 

Proterozoic If':neous Activity 

There ere two phases of it:.,'Tl.eous activity in Proterozoic times 

(i) .An earlier volc8.l1.ic phase represented by various lavas and 

pyroclastics interbedded with the sediments of the Nullagine 

Series, and 

A later hypabyssal phase represented by dolerite dyke and sill 

intrusions. 

In the southern half of the State, dyke intrusions have been noted 

which do not appear to be related to the quartz dolerites just mentioned. All 

that can be said of their age is that they are post gold or post gra..l1.i teo 

'rhe most prominent of these are the east-north-east trending quartz dolerite 

dykes occurring in the Central Goldfields reeion •. Wb.ere mapped, the dykes 
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are vertical or steeply dipping and are classified as gabbro, norite 

or p;y-roxenite dykes. Recent mapping by the Geoloeical Survey of Western 

Australia has grouped these dykes together as the Dundas Dyke Suite 

and dated the intrusions as possibly Lower Proterozoic. 

The metamorphism associated with the Proterozoic it..,'11eous activity 

has been of ver-:f low grade, being confined mainly to contact metarl1orphism. 

3. RESULTS 

The interpretation of the results of the survey was assisted 

by discussions VITi th geologists of the Geological Survey of Western Australia 

and of New Consolidated Gold Fields Pty. Ltd. The company provided access 

to the results of its exploratory drilling in the survey area and this 

information was of value in "I;he interpretation of the aeromagnetic results. 

The primary result of the survey is the magnetic conton.1.' map 

of the su:rvey e.rea shown on Plate 2. This sholTIs the magnetic field at a 

height of 250 ft. above ground level represented by a series of contour lines 

drawn with a contour interval of 10 garnlflas between adj acent lines and an 

interval of 100 gammas between the lines in heavier type\. This contour 

iilap clearly delineates three features - (i) a large al1lplitude maoonetic 

anomaly striking 20
0 

West of North up the centre of the survey erea, 

(ii) a large arapli tude magnetic anomaly strikine 25
0 

North of East across 

the northern boundary of the survey area, and (iii) a ma&,netic anomaly of 

negative amplitude striking 370 
West of North across the survey area. 

rrhese three features tend to obscure the less prominent magnetic 

features and it is necessary to study the magnetic field profiles, used to 

construct the conto1.lX' map, in order to obtain more detail. Plate 3 shows 

the approximate boundaries of the formations that are the source of anomalies 

on the magnetic field profiles. These boundaries were usually determined 

by plotting the l?ositions of the points of inflection on the profile curves. 

The interpretation of the combined contour map and the plot of the points 

of inflection has been made in terms of the known rock types occurring 

in the vicinity of the survey area. 
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Zone 1, in the very west of the survey area, contains a number 

of low amplitude magnetic anomalies having a variation in strike of 

200 to 45° West of North. The total intensity of the magnetic field 

gradually increases across this zone towards the west. This is due to beds 

of Kurrawong Conglomerate which are delineated on the magnetic contour map 

obtained by the DC.3 regional aeromagnetic survey (Map No.G247-25) as a 

large amplitude anomaly striking 450 West of North just to the West of the 

surveyed area. From a study of the magnetic field profiles for the DC.3 

survey, the low amplitude magnetic anomalies in Zone 1 are most probably 

due to a northwards continuation of the Binduli Hornblende Porphyries which 

occur 5 miles south-west of Kalgoorlie across the Kalgoorlie - Coolgardie 

road. 

Adjacent to Zone 1 on the East, is a belt of scattered magnetic 

anomalies with an overall strike of 200 West of North, marked as Zone 2. 

From the scattered nature of the magnetic anomalies this zone is interpreted 

as containing a mixture of acidic and basic minor lava flows, agglomerates, 

tuff, and possibly erosion sediments and is ~arked as beds of the Black 

Flag Series, with the, possibly, basic, lava flows marked as tfgreenstones lt • 

The dominant feature on the contour map, a large amplitude magnetic 

anomaly striking 200 West of North up the centre of the survey area, has 

been classed as Zone 3. This Zone consists of a number of near-parallel beds 

whose general strike corresponds to that of the Zone. The central bed that 

gives rise to the large amplitude anomaly is tentatively identified as 

Hannan's Lake Serpentinite (see Woodall, 1964). In two places along the 

strike of this bed, the amplitude of the magnetic anomaly decreases and then 

increases over a short distance. This may represent short sections where 

the serpentinite has been carbonatised. To the north the amplitude of the 

magnetic anomaly over this bed drops off sharply but from a study of the 

magnetic field profiles the bed would appear to continue north perhaps as 

far as Zone 6. Either the bed is carbonatised over this northern section 

or it pitches down sharply to the north. 

To the south the amplitude of the magnetic anomaly again decreases 

sharply and this would appear to mark the southern limit of the bed. 
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At this southern end the. bed splits into two limbs and then finishes against 

sOIne other beds, }?ossibly Younger Greenstone. The actual nature of the 

southern extremity of the bed is difficult to interpret from the contonX'ing 

or the In8~etic field profiles and the form shown on Plate 3 is only one 

of a number of possibilities. 

Showing up on the magnetic profiles merely as minor pea.1{:s on 

the side of the main anomaly of Zone 3 are the other beds delineated within 

the Zone. These are tentatively identified as quartz d,olerites of the 
skc.4. 

Younger Greenstone Series intruding @l Iii" I I I 8 ,JiiS:;>and/or the meta-

basalts of the Older Greenstone Series. 

For the sake of completeness, Zone 3 is shown as extending 

right up to the northern boundary of the survey area. 'rhere is not a 

sufficient area surveyed north of Zone 4 to be certain of this classification. 

However, a study of the DC.3 magnetic profiles indicated that an anomalous 

al'ea does extend further north until it is cut-off by the north\vards 

extension of Zone 7. 

The possi bili ty that the bed of proposed Hannen's Lake Serpentinite 

may pitch to the north at its northern end and the manner in wbich the 

Younger Greenstone beds bulge out arolmd the bed of Serpentinite suggests that 

the Serpentinite may represent the core of a tight anticline that strikes 

200 west of north. This anticline would have a cross-fold axis somewhere in 

the vicinity of the carbonatised sections of Hannan's Lake Serpentinite 

so that the Serpentinite would pitch north at its northern end and very steeply 

south at its southern end. The apparently com.plex structure at the southern 

end of the Serpentinite may represent a drag fold in which the western bed 

of Younger Greenstone has been folded across to the eastern side of the 

Serpentinite. Such a structure, a dr(::l,g fold, pi tchinc; south, in Youn&;er 

Greenstone, would be a parti..culal'ly favourable spot for the local i.. se,t ion of 

mineraliSing solutions. 

Althou::;h Zone 4 is here treated as distinct from Zone 3 it may, 

in fact, be part of the serluence in Zone 3. The Zone corresponds to a region 

of 10\v magnetic field intensity over an outcrop of granitic :porphy-.cy rock 
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which would appear to be an intrusive plug. However, the latest 

informat:Lon from the Geological Survey of Western Australia, indicates 

that this outcrop, and other granitic porphyry rocks in the area, are 

actually flows within the rock sequence. The presence of this granitic 

porphyry rock is only indicated by the area of low magnetic field intensity 

between two magnetic anomalies on either side. The shape of these 

anomalies defines the boundaries of the basic rocks causing the anomalies 

while there is no indication from the masnetic field IJrofiles as to the 

exact boundaries of the granitic Dorphyry rock. The area of low magnetic 

field intensity marked as Zone 4 may contain shale and other sediments, 

8,S well 8.S the gT.9.ni tic porphyry rock. 

The next reg~on to the east of Zone 3 has been marked Zone 5. 

The ma.gnetic anomalies on this Zone have been attributed to Greenstones 

while the intermediate beds are pr'obably corn.posed of shale, tuff, and 

g.ceywacke as this has been mapped farther sOl"l,th within the t01:mshi}? 

of Kals-oorUe. 

The northern :part of Zone 5 consists sirb.}?ly of two northerly 

trendine beds of rock causinG' slight ffia::.,OTLetic hiehs amongst some beds that 

h:we no magnetic effect. rrhe containinc; rocks are possibly t-oi'f, shale 

or gre;}nvacke as these ty}?es of rocl{s have been detected in the locality. 

The western bed, considered to be metabasalt of the Older Greenstone Series, 

shovved ull as a low amJ}li tude 11&,:rnetic anomaly of the order of G to 10 eaffilnas 

at the very- lowest limit of detecta11ility of the ma2;netometer. Thus the 

boundary shown on Plate 3 can only be taken as an indication of the 

apDroximate llosi tion of this bed. rrhe eastern bed, considered to be meta

quartz-doleri te of the Yoml{~er Greenstone Series: showed U:[1 as an 8Jlomaly 

of the order of 20 gaTIl2o.as in aID?li tude. It is a~")parently cut off at its 

northern, lildt by Zone 7; in the southerly direction the bed possibly 

branches into two lim'bs whj_ch braYlch again into a multi tude of minor limbs 

further' south. At the sout},ern boundfo1l.'Y of the sW?vey :o',rea this TlJu1tj tude 

of minor limbs of YOlmger Greenstone prove to be offs11oots of 8. semicircular 



feature that. gives rise to a large amplitude macnetic anom.aly. This semi-

circular structm'e is the known northern extremity of the ''Nor'l:;h Endrl
, whicb 

is t:he ea.stern linlh of Greenstone at Kalgoorlie containing tbe Hannan's 

]";o1't11 and T,Iount Charlot'~e Janes. The Greenstones of the North End stY'ike 

no:cth u.ntil t}ley reach the southern bounde.ry of the su..r:vey a1'e9-. At this 

position, the Greenstone beds 9-re folded r01.llld tbroue;h 180
0 

and strike 

south dO"\lIJll into t1",e town of Kale-oorlie. 

The Greenstones of the North End contain an unusually larze 

percentage of ilmenite which is obvious in }Ia.nd spec:i.;nens of the rock. 

This illilenite is possibly Jehe major cal),se of the laree amplitude magnetic 

811ol!laly detected over the "North Endl! by the DC.3 surve~/. irhe semicircular 

structl.1xe at the soutl, of Zone 5 gives rise to a large 8.mplHude magnetic 

8nOJ!l8ly and this may also be due to an ::l.bundance of ilmenite in the 

Greenstones forrn:i ng this strn.cttlre. However, the west limb of tIle 

seI1lici:c'cul2.r structure r;JJ.st either sl.lffer a sudden change in character as it 

strikes south or must be faulted away as the DC.) magnetic }!rofiles show 

only a low c'JIrplitude Jllagnetic 8110lIaly over the town of Kalgoorlie in the 

expected position of thi::; western limb. 

From a study of the DC. 3 profiles and the ,aerial photographs, 

the greenstones in Zone 5 are part of the Greenstone beds containing the 

North End 8nd the Golden Mile. They continue sou.th of ICale;oorlie in a 
~ 0... ~t~u. IJof -+4 ~"j 

south-south-easterly direction 1pa.&t Hannan's Lake and on throueh Mt. Shea, 

Feysville, Mt. Goddard and Red Hill. The abovementioned western limb shows 

no siL'1l whatsoever of joininG witl:"!. the southern extension of tIle Greenstone 

Beds of Zone 3. The Beds of Zone 3 are considered to be entirely separate 

from the abovementioned Beds containing the Golden Mile. From Zone 3 they 

continue south on 8, south-south-easterly strike passine; west of KalgoorJ.ie, 

where they are known locally as the Abbatoirs Greenstone, and on through 

Yilmia Hill, 32 miles to the south. They are approximately parallel to and 

are 3 to 8 miles west of the Greenstone Beds containine; the Golden l!Iile. 

On a small scale these two beds of Greenstone are considered to be two 

entirely separate beds, however, on a regional scale they could possibly be 
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two limbs of a major fold. Neither this survey nor the DC.3 survey appears 

to have provided any information on such a possibility. 

Zone 5 contains two large amplitude magnetic anomalies. One of 

these, at the very south of the Zone, has been explained as a fold in 

the Kalgoorlie North-End structure. The other, which occurs about one 

mile further north, at this stage, cannot be positively identified. It is 

a relatively small, approximately triangular block whose long axis strikes 

east-north-east in contrast to the general north-north-west strike appropriate 

to the survey area. On the aerial photographs itspresence is indicated 

by a dark patch which, presumably, is due to lateritic rubble, the normal 

weathered, surface expression of the Greenstones. From the amplitude of 

the magnetic anomaly, this block could be either an intrusion of Hannan's 

Lake Serpentinite, as described in Zone 3, or a block faulted away from the 

semi-circular structure occurring immediately south. 

Zone 6 has been interpreted as a dyke because it has the magnetic 

characteristics and the strike of features occurring on th~ DC.3 contour 

maps for Kurnalpi, Boorabbin, Widgiemooltha, Lake Johnston and Norseman (see 

B.M.R. Catalogue of publications) which have been attributed to dykes of the 

Dundas Dyke Suite. The Zone has a strike of 250 south of west and along 

this strike in a west-south-westerly direction there is a known area of 

outcrop of a dyke of the Dundas Dyke Suite. This occurs on the west side 

of White Flag Lake; the dyke is 2 miles long, 2 chains wide and has chilled 

margins composed of an olivine - hypersthene - dolerite rock (Cleverly, 1964). 

As mentioned below, this dyke is cut by the reversely magnetised dyke forming 

Zone 7, but cuts all the other formations in the survey area with which it 

has an intersection. 

The eastern boundary of Zone 5 is formed by Zone 7, a prominent 

negative amplitude magnetic anomaly on the magnetic contour map. This feature 

is interpreted as a reversely magnetised dyke cutting across the survey area 

with a strike of 370 west of north. A study of the DCo3 magnetic field contour 

maps for Kalgoorlie and Kurnalpi (Map Nos.G247-25, G302-7) showed that this 

feature extends from a pOSition midway between Grant's Patch and Paddington, 

in a south-easterly direction for a distance of at least 40 miles, down to 

south of Golden Ridge. 
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This dyke is considered to be the youngest Precambrian feat~ITe in the 

survey area. It is not cut by any of the other beds in the survey area, in 

particular, it cuts across Zone 6 (discusseo above). Also, the fact that 

the d;y-ke has retained its thermoremanent m8.gnetisation would indicate 

that the dyke is probably younGer than Precambrian in age. However, a 

similar, reversely magnetised dyke occurs in the Mount Isa Group in North

Western Q.ueensland which appears to be of Proterozoic age. Hence, this dyke 

is possibly also of Proterozoic age, as previously, the last volcanic activity 

in the area was considered to be the intrusion of the Dundas Dyke Suite 

classified as Lower (?) Proterozoic in age. 

Finally, the triangular area to the north-east of the survey area has 

been marked as Zone 8. 'rhe interpretation of this area is very indefinite 

as the magnetic anomalies are not well defined. The amplitudes of tbe 

maGnetic anomalies were of a similar order of magnitude to the noise level 

being recorded by the magnetometer, making the interpretation from either 

conto'LU's or profiles rather l.Ulcertain. Along the west side of Lake Gidgee, 

a magnetic feature has been identified as being due to conglomerate beds which 

are known to outcrop along this side of the Lake. Further south, a magnetic 

feature has been tentatively identified as due to highly altered serpentinite 

rock. However, althou.gh a small outcrop of this highly altered serpentinite 

is known to occur within the position marked for the magnetic feature, the 

rock has been described as a qU8xtz-carbonate-fuchsite rock containing so 

much quartz and carbonate that a magnetic ano!!laly would not be expected over 

this rock. 

Three north trending, narrow dykes have been marked within Zone 8. 

They appe8x as low ampli t-ude, sharp anomalies on the magnetic profiles so the 

sources are presumably narrow, near-surface bodies. The manner in which these 

sources appear to cut across the general strike of the other features indicates 

that the som'ces may be north striking dykes although no such dykes have been 

mapped in the vicinity of the survey area. 
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Just south of the magnetic feature marked as highly altered 

serpentinite there are other magnetic features having similar strike. 

However, there is no known outcrop of these features and no identification 

can be suggested at this stage. 

In the ver.y south of Zone 8 there is a magnetic feature that has 

been marked as Younger Greenstone. This feature is Gbvious on the aerial 

photographs and inspection on the ground revealed the typioal ironstone 

oapping indioative of underlying Greenstone. Further surveying would be 

neoessar.y to the south west of this feature to determine whether this 

Greenstone is part of the North-End struoture or part of an entirely separate 

Greenstone struoture lying to the east of the dyke of Zone 7. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The detailed aeromagnetio survey has olearly delineated the positions 

of the sub-alluvial geologioal oontaots between beds of oontrasting magnetio 

susoeptibility. The geologioal identifioation of these beds has been suggested. 

However, positive identifioation of the beds must eventually depend on the 

results of a drilling programme, aimed at penetrating the unweathered zone. 

No mineralisation was detected by the survey, but the possibility 

of a drag fold in the struoture of Zone 3 warrants fUrther investigation as 

such a struoture might be very favourable for mineralisation. 

CLEVERLY, Wo 

FELDTMANN, F.R. and 

FARQUHARSON, R. A. 

FELDTMANN, F. R. 
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Survey specifications 

Detector altitude: 

Line spacing 

Line direction · · 

18. 

APPEI'illIX 

250 feet above ground level. 

One tenth of a mile between adjacent flight lines. 

The flight lines were flown on a heading of 640 

o 
and 244 for the southern three-quarters of the 

survey area and a heading of 750 for the northern 

quarter of the survey area. 

Recorder Sensitivity: 1st recorder 20 gammas per inch, 

2nd recorder 2,000 gammas per inch. 

Eguipment 

Magnetometer : B.M.R. proton precession type MNS 1. 

Recorders 

Camera 

· · 

· · 

2 X Mosely Autograph, 

1 X Texas Instruments (2 channel). 

Modified Vinten frame, 35 m.m., 1860 field of viewo 

Radio Altimeter · · AN/APN - 1. 

lethod 

A correction for diurnal variation was applied by flying a 

baseline at the beginning and end of each survey flight. The baseline 

for the survey was a section, 9,650 feet long, of east-west striking 

fence just south of Kurrawang Lake. The standard level for the mean of 

the magnetic field readings along this baseline was 58,300 gammas. 

The diurnal correction was applied on the assumption that the diurnal 

magnetic field varied in a linear manner during anyone survey flighto 

No total magnetic field recorder was available to check this proposition. 

Notification of magnetic storms was given by B.M.R. Mundaring 

Observatory_ 

The airborne magnetometer records accepted for survey data 

showed a noise envelope of approximately 10 to 20 gammaso 

The basis of the interpretation was that the position of the 

points of inflection on the magnetic profiles represented the contact 

between two formations of different magnetic susceptibility. This 

. premise implies that a point source would be represented as having a 

--



finite width. Thus the width of narrow bodies will have been overestimated 

on the interpretation diagram (Plate 3). 

Personnel 

Personnel engaged in the survey were :-

B.M.R 

B.A. Dockery, W.A. Finney, A.S. Scherl, P. Zerial, C.J. Braybrook, 

B. Tregellas. 

T.A.A : 

plO G.B. Litchfield. 
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